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Abstract. We describe a method to rigorously decompose end-to-end timing properties
expressed in a real-time transaction model. This model allows the specication of timing
constraints not only on transaction invocation and completion, but also on individual trans-
action inputs and outputs. A transaction can be decomposed into subtransactions that op-
erate together to satisfy its functional and timing requirements. We discuss the constraints
on the timing properties of the subtransactions for a number of example decompositions.
Analysis of more general timing properties is illustrated using an example where a subsys-
tem receives data from two dierent sources; timing constraints on the transaction inputs
and outputs allow us to constrain the dierence in data freshness of the two inputs.
1 Introduction
This paper shows some aspects of the application of a real-time transaction model that aims to
provide a systematic way to develop distributed real-time systems, from the rst specication of
the functionality and timing properties of its tasks through to an implementation by stepwise
renement of these tasks.
The model, that is described in more detail in [2], was originally developed in the context of the
DORIS development method [8], which describes a system as a real-time network of computational
components (its subsystems) and their interactions along data-ow paths using any of a range
of synchronous or asynchronous communication protocols. In this method there was a need for a
notation to specify functional and timing properties of subsystems in abstract real-time networks, as
discussed in [6]. The transaction model as described here was developed to enable the specication
of these properties.
We have tried to develop a set of concepts and notations that can also be used outside of the
real-time network context, by dening a transaction independently of the subsystem in which it is
located. The connection between the transaction's inputs, outputs and variables and the relevant
concepts in the chosen development method is made as a separate localisation step. When we give
examples of localised transactions we will use the MASCOT design notation [7] that underlies
DORIS. We will briey introduce the relevant concepts when needed.
A main goal of this work is the rigorous treatment of timing properties in the decomposition
of transactions. In a renement step one needs to be able to prove that the combined timing
properties of the subtransactions satisfy those of the original transaction. This has been attempted
by transaction models that dene an end-to-end deadline for transactions, [5, 1], but we will argue
that in general timing constraints on individual transaction inputs and outputs may also be needed.
Our model allows us to impose time window constraints on these inputs and outputs, and we will
illustrate their use in the decomposition of transactions. A more general discussion of transaction
renement is given in [2]; in this paper we will restrict ourselves to two specic examples. We will
also illustrate reasoning about timing properties of interacting transactions that are not the result
of the decomposition of a single transaction, and hence with activation times that are not directly
related.
In the following sections we will rst illustrate the transaction model and notation by apply-
ing them to a simple subsystem in which two transactions are dened (Sect. 2). We then discuss
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transaction decomposition and the renement of both simple window constraints and timing con-
straints relating multiple windows (Sect. 3). We conclude with an example of the use of transactions
to reason about timing properties outside of a renement context (Sect. 4).
2 The Transaction Notation
In this section we will introduce the notations for the denition of a transaction and its localisation
in a subsystem. We will do this by introducing the dierent types of information that make up
a transaction denition, and illustrate them on two transactions, Attitude and Stabilise, that are
dened in a missile subsystem called AGA (illustrated in Fig. 1).
sensors AGA fin controllerdata
sensor
positions
fin
attitude data
Fig. 1. The AGA subsystem and its environment
The AGA subsystem is controlled by a clock with period 25 ms. Every clock period the subsys-
tem must calculate attitude data that records the missile's orientation. This data is calculated from
information read from sensors, and has to be passed on to another subsystem within a deadline of
5 ms after the clock signal. The transaction Attitude is introduced to capture this function.
When the missile is in mode InFlight, the subsystem has to calculate the n positions needed
to ensure missile stability in ight. It has to do this every clock period, and needs a given aim
point and the attitude calculated from the fresh sensor data to do this. The n positions are to be
passed on to the n controller. The transaction Stabilise is introduced to capture this function.
The sensors only guarantee meaningful data when they are read in a time window relative to
the clock signal. Analogously, the n controller will only react correctly if its inputs are delivered
to it in a time window of at least 9 ms and at most 14 ms after the clock signal.
Control information. This species when the transaction is activated: periodic, sporadic (every
time a specied input arrives) or conditional (every time a specied condition changes in value
to true), which guard condition has to hold at activation time for it to start its execution, and
under which condition its execution has to be terminated (even when it has not yet completed its
execution).
Control Attitude Stabilise
activation periodic periodic
execution guard true (default) mode = InFlight
termination condition false (default) false (default)
Functional information. This species the transaction's inputs, outputs, access to variables and
functionality. In a completed transaction occurrence each input or output occurs once. The func-
tionality predicate is only guaranteed to hold for a completed transaction occurrence when there
is no interference from other transaction occurrences (which may share access to variables).
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Functional Attitude Stabilise
set of inputs fsg fsg
set of outputs fag ffg
set of read-only variables  (default) fpg
set of read-write variables  (default)  (default)
functionality predicate a = F
attitude
(s) f = F
n
(F
attitude
(s) ; p)
Timing information. This species the minimum amount of time between activations (or the period
for a periodic transaction), the transaction's execution deadline, and window constraints on inputs
and outputs.
A window constraint W = hE
start
; E; l; ui (where l  u) prescribes that an event E
start
(the
`timer start' event) should be followed by an event E within a time interval [l; u]. Its expression in
the explicit-time logic RTL [3, 4] is:
8i; t  (E
start
; i; t)) 9j; t
0
  (E; j; t
0
) ^ l  t
0
  t  u
In this paper we will not discuss the formal semantics of transactions; in [2] RTL is used to give a
semantics for the timing behaviour of a restricted class of transactions.
Operation In terms of windows In terms of window bounds
equality W
1
=W
2
l
1
= l
2
^ u
1
= u
2
inclusion W
1
W
2
l
2
 l
1
 u
1
 u
2
causality W
1
!W
2
l
1
< u
2
ordering W
1
< W
2
u
1
< l
2
distance d(W
1
;W
2
) max(u
1
  l
2
; u
2
  l
1
)
size jW j = d (W;W ) u  l
Table 1. Operations on windows with a common start event
Table 1 lists a number of operations to reason about windows that share their start event
(W
1
= hE
s
; E
1
; l
1
; u
1
i, W
2
= hE
s
; E
2
; l
2
; u
2
i). The equality and inclusion relations are dened as
usual. The windows are said to be causally related if it is possible that E
1
precedes E
2
(hence it is
possible that an event in W
1
inuences what happens in W
2
), whereas they are said to be ordered
if the constrained event E
1
will always precede E
2
(hence ordering is a strong form of causality).
The distance between the two windows W
1
and W
2
is dened as the maximum amount of time
that separates the two constrained events E
1
and E
2
, whereas a window's size is the maximum
amount of time that separates two events constrained by a single window.
Constraint Notation Window form
window [l; u]
deadline D(d) [0; d]
oset O(o) [o;1]
periodic P

[;  ]
jitter J

(j) [   j;  + j]
Table 2. Transaction window constraints
If the window constraint is used in the denition of a transaction T , the event E
start
represents
the transaction's activation " T , and the event E represents the event of reading the input or writing
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the output for which the window constraint was dened. Table 2 gives an overview of the dierent
types of window constraints that we allow; we abbreviate the window constraint h" T;E; l; ui to
[l; u].
Timing Attitude Stabilise
inter-activation time 25 ms (period) 25 ms (period)
execution deadline 1 (default) 1 (default)
window constraints fs 7!W
s
; a 7! D (5ms)g fs 7!W
s
; f 7!W
f
g
Localisation information. This species to which subsystem elements the transaction inputs, out-
puts and variables correspond. This depends on the development method used, e.g. in DORIS
the inputs and outputs correspond to subsystem ports, whereas in HOOD they correspond to op-
erations dened in the object interfaces. In this paper we will assume that the transactions are
localised in DORIS subsystems, and we will only discuss localisation of inputs and outputs (not of
variables).
We shall distinguish between two types of communication: blocking and non-blocking. An input
is called blocking if it is possible that the transaction is forced to wait until data is available on its
communication link; this data will no longer be available on this link after the transaction has read
it. Similarly, an output is called blocking if it is possible that the transaction is forced to wait until
space becomes available on its communication link. If an output is non-blocking it is possible that a
transaction overwrites data that was already present in the communication link. A typical example
where both inputs and outputs are non-blocking is asynchronous communication through a shared
variable, whereas a typical example where both inputs and outputs are blocking is synchronous
communication using a rendezvous mechanism. The stimulus for a sporadic transaction will be
provided by a blocking input, whereas activation, guard and termination conditions should be
dened using non-blocking inputs only.
Transaction localisation can also be used to instantiate undened constants in a transaction
denition, for instance to dene multiple versions of a single transaction that dier only in their
activation period.
Localisation Attitude Stabilise
inputs and outputs fs 7! ps; a 7! pag fs 7! ps; f 7! pfg
variables f7!g fp 7! : : :g
parameter instantiation f7!g fW
f
7! [9; 14] msg
The information discussed above is presented in a tabular notation as shown in Table 3. Timing
and localisation information are given in the two rightmost columns, and for inputs, outputs and
variables there is the option to add comments (e.g. type information). Any eld mentioned above
that is not present in the table is assumed to have its default value.
We also introduce a graphical representation, which shows all information except for the Vari-
ables and Functionality elds. The notation is an extension of the MASCOT design notation. It
represents subsystems by rounded boxes that are connected by data-ow lines annotated with
communication protocol symbols. The three main protocol classes are:
channel: both reading and writing are blocking;
signal: reading is blocking, writing is non-blocking;
pool: both reading and writing are non-blocking.
The large dots represent the subsystem's ports; they are annotated with their names. The other
information shown inside a subsystem's boundaries denes the transactions that are localised in
this subsystem. Figure 2 shows the AGA subsystem with its transactions Attitude and Stabilise.
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Attitude in AGA
Inputs s sensor data W
s
ps
Outputs a attitude value D (5ms) pa
Functionality a = F
attitude
(s)
Activation periodic 25 ms
Stabilise in AGA
Parameters W
f
n write window [9; 14] ms
Inputs s sensor data W
s
ps
Outputs f n positions W
f
pf
Variables ro p aim point { : : :
Functionality f = F
n
(F
attitude
(s) ; p)
Activation periodic 25 ms
Guard mode = InFlight
Table 3. The specication of the Attitude and Stabilise transactions, localised in the subsystem AGA
pa
pf
ps sW
W
mode=InFlight
s
D(5 ms)Attitude
AGA
Stabilise
25 ms
[9,14] ms
Fig. 2. The graphical representation of the transactions dened in Table 3
Dashed lines represent control information, and solid lines represent data-ow (inputs and
outputs). A transaction must have a single dashed input (activation) line, and can have at most a
single dashed output (termination) line. The activation line starts at the transaction's period, its
sporadic stimulus or its activation condition, and can be annotated with a guard condition. The
termination line points at the transaction's deadline, and can be annotated with a termination
condition. A data-ow line for an input or output starts at its input port or points at its output port,
and is annotated with its window constraint. In the case of a sporadic transaction the activation
line may also represent data-ow, if the transaction stimulus contains useful data.
There is a consistency constraint on the internal data-ows of Attitude and Stabilise, which is
that in any period it should be possible for them to read their input s before writing their outputs:
W
s
! D (5ms) ^W
s
! [9; 14] ms (1)
If we dene W
s
= [l
s
; u
s
] then the above constraint can be written as l
s
< 5ms.
3 Decomposition of Transactions
A transaction can be rened into a number of subtransactions. This will typically happen when
the subsystem in which it is localised is decomposed into smaller components during design. The
subtransactions can operate sequentially or in parallel, depending upon the way their activation is
controlled.
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Renement can only be discussed properly for localised transactions, because the localisation
information is needed to dene how the subtransactions interact (through data-ows between the
subsystems in which they are localised). It is possible that the original unlocalised transaction is
part of the renement products, but localised in a dierent subsystem and/or with dierent timing
constraints (this is possible when these are parameters instantiated in localisation); we will see an
example of this in Sect. 3.2.
A central component of the timing analysis when a transaction Tr is decomposed into subtrans-
actions Tr
i
is the time window W
"Tr
i
= h" Tr ; " Tr
i
;L
i
;U
i
i that relates the time of activation of
the ith subtransaction to that of the original transaction.
For periodic transactions (with period T
A
) a time window that is needed often is W
+
"Tr
i
=
h" Tr ; " Tr
i
;T
A
+ L
i
;T
A
+U
i
i that relates the time of the next activation (one period later) of
the ith subtransaction to the time of activation of the original transaction.
3.1 Renement of Window Constraints
We will illustrate transaction renement with the AGA example from the previous section. In that
example both transactions, Attitude and Stabilise, had to calculate an attitude value from a sensor
input. It would make sense to let Stabilise use the attitude value as calculated by Attitude. In order
to do this, Attitude has to be extended to have a second output to which it writes a copy of its
attitude value. A modied Stabilise transaction will read this data and use it in the calculation of
its output. It can either run periodically, as in the original system, or sporadically (activated by
the arrival of a new attitude value on its input).
The transaction pair (Attitude k Stabilise) of the previous section can be rened into the fully
periodic pair (Attitude' k StabiliseP) (parallel) or (Attitude' ; StabiliseP) (sequential), or to the
periodic/sporadic combination (Attitude' ; StabiliseS). The dierence between the two periodic
options is that in the parallel case an activation of the original transaction Stabilise corresponds
to activations of Attitude' and StabiliseP in a single period, whereas in the sequential case it
corresponds to an activation of Attitude' followed by one of StabiliseP in the next period. In the
following this dierence will lead to dierent constraints on the time windows involved in the
communication between the two subtransactions.
We assume that the subsystem AGA has been subdivided into the subsystems A, in which
Attitude' is localised, and GA, in which StabiliseP or StabiliseS is localised. The denitions of the
relevant transactions are given in Table 4, and illustrated in Fig. 3.
We will now discuss the timing constraints that are introduced by this renement. In both
renements there is a consistency constraint on the internal data-ow of Attitude', which is that
it should be possible to read the input s before the outputs a and a
0
are written:
W
s
! D (5ms) ^W
s
!W
1
(2)
If we dene W
s
= [l
s
; u
s
] and W
1
= [l
1
; u
1
], this can be written as l
s
< min (u
1
; 5ms).
The other constraints will be treated separately for periodic and sporadic renement.
Periodic renement. In the decomposition of Stabilise into Attitude' and StabiliseP there is a
consistency constraint on StabiliseP's internal data-ow, which is that it should be possible to read
the input a before the output f is written:
W
2
! [9; 14] ms (3)
This can be written as l
2
< 14ms if we dene W
2
= [l
2
; u
2
].
There is a non-blocking data-ow in Fig. 3 from A's port pa' (to which Attitude' writes its
output a
0
) to GA's port pa (from which StabiliseP reads its input a). For any occurrence of the
original transaction Stabilise, the corresponding occurrence of StabiliseP should read its input after
it has been written by the corresponding occurrence of Attitude', and before it will be overwritten
in the next occurrence of Attitude'.
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Attitude' in A
Inputs s sensor data W
s
ps
Outputs a attitude value D (5ms) pa
a
0
attitude value W
1
pa'
Functionality a = F
attitude
(s) ^ a
0
= a
Activation periodic 25 ms
StabiliseP in GA
Parameters W
f
n write window [9; 14] ms
Inputs a attitude value W
2
pa
Outputs f n positions W
f
pf
Variables ro p aim point { : : :
Functionality f = F
n
(a; p)
Activation periodic 25 ms
Guard mode = InFlight
StabiliseS in GA
Inputs a attitude value stim pa
Outputs f n positions W
3
pf
Variables ro p aim point { : : :
Functionality f = F
n
(a; p)
Activation sporadic on a T
A
Guard mode = InFlight
Table 4. The specication of the Attitude and Stabilise transactions, localised in the subsystems A and
GA
In order to guarantee this, window constraints have been imposed on these reads and writes.
These windows W
1
and W
2
have to satisfy:
W
"Attitude
0
+W
1
< W
"StabiliseP
+W
2
< W
+
"Attitude
0
+W
1
(4)
All subtransactions are activated by the same clock as the original transaction Stabilise. Hence
W
"Attitude
0
= [0; 0] andW
+
"Attitude
0
= [25; 25] ms. The activation delay of StabiliseP depends on the
type of renement: it is W
"StabiliseP
= [0; 0] for parallel renement, and W
"StabiliseP
= [25; 25] ms
for sequential renement.
The constraints in (4) can be written as:
u
1
< l
2
^ u
2
< l
1
+ 25ms (parallel renement) (5)
u
2
< l
1
^ u
1
< l
2
+ 25ms (sequential renement) (6)
Sporadic renement. The smallest inter-arrival time for the sporadic transaction StabiliseS occurs
when a stimulus arriving at the end of the window W
"StabiliseS
is followed by one arriving at the
start of this window. This inter-arrival time is 25ms  jW
"StabiliseS
j. Hence the specied minimum
inter-arrival time T
A
should have at most this value.
Furthermore the transaction has to satisfy the output window constraint on the output f that
the original transaction specied. This constraint is:
W
"StabiliseS
+W
3
W
f
(7)
In the decomposition of Stabilise into Attitude'; StabiliseS the rst subtransaction is activated
by the same clock as the original transaction, whereas the second subtransaction is activated by the
arrival of data from the rst. HenceW
"Attitude
0
= [0; 0] andW
"StabiliseS
=W
"Attitude
0
+W
1
+W
com
,
where in the latter expression the window W
com
represents the communication delay that occurs
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25 ms
= InFlight
W
mode
s
1
W
W
[9,
14
] m
s
2
Attitude’
ps
A
GA
pf
pa
pa
pa’
D
(5 
ms
)
StabiliseP
25 ms
Ws
W
W3
= InFlightmode
Attitude’
1
ps
A
GA
pf
StabiliseS
pa
pa
pa’
D
(5 
ms
)
Fig. 3. The graphical representation of the two renements of the AGA subsystem: two periodic transac-
tions (left) and a periodic/sporadic combination (right)
between the events of Attitude' producing an output at port pa' and the event " StabiliseS (which
occurs when the data arrives at port pa).
If we ignore the communication delay (assuming that W
com
= [0; 0]), these constraints can now
be written as:
T
A
 25ms  jW
1
j (8)
W
1
+W
3
W
f
(9)
In (9) we have left out any windows [0; 0]. This leaves the expression valid if we treat all
events that are connected by a window [0; 0] as the same event; W
1
's start event should be the
same as W
f
's, and W
1
's constrained event should be the same as W
3
's start event. In general
these consistency checks on the use of events in window expressions are useful to see whether any
possible delays have been missed out.
3.2 Renement of Multiple-Window Constraints
Monitor in ABC
Parameters W
d
default read window W
1
W
r
reference read window W
2
Inputs d default data W
d
p1
r reference data W
r
p2
Output a attitude { p3
Functionality a = F
attitude
(d; r)
Activation periodic T
Table 5. Denition of the Monitor transaction as discussed in this section
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As an example of a more complex type of requirement than the simple window constraints imposed
on inputs and outputs in the previous section, we show theMonitor transaction as dened in Table 5
and Fig. 4. This transaction reads data from two dierent sensors, SensorA and SensorB. In normal
operation its output is based on the data from SensorA only, but data from SensorB is used as a
source of reference data to enhance the reliability of the system. If the two inputs dier by more
than a certain threshold, a more complex calculation is performed to achieve the required accuracy.
Since the sensor outputs are changing with time, it is important to compare outputs from the
two sensors that have been read at approximately the same time (say less than 10 ms apart). In the
following we will call this the relative data freshness (RDF) constraint. The maximum amount of
time elapsed between reading the two inputs d and r is d (W
1
;W
2
), and hence the RDF constraint
is:
d (W
1
;W
2
) < 10ms (10)
SensorB
SensorA
ABC
p2
p3W1
W2
Monitor
p1
T
Fig. 4. The graphical representation of the Monitor transaction as dened in Table 5
Copy in A,B
Parameters W
i
input window W
3
,W
5
W
o
output window W
4
,W
6
Inputs in input value W
i
p1,p1
Outputs out output value W
o
p2,p2
Functionality out = in
Activation periodic T
Monitor in C
Parameters W
d
default read window W
7
W
r
reference read window W
8
Inputs d default data W
d
p1
r reference data W
r
p2
Output a attitude { p3
Functionality a = F
attitude
(d; r)
Activation periodic T
Table 6. Transaction denitions for the case where the sensor outputs reach the Monitor via other sub-
systems
This system can be rened by splitting o two subsystems providing the inputs to the Monitor
transaction (as dened in Table 6 and Fig. 5). This situation occurs when the Monitor transaction
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does not get its input directly from the sensors, but from subsystems that are connected to the
sensors. We will assume that the Monitor transaction will obtain inputs from simultaneous oc-
currences of the two Copy transactions, and as in Sect. 3.1 we will distinguish between the cases
where in a given period Monitor reads data that has been produced by the Copy transactions in
the previous period (sequential) or in the same period (parallel).
6W
4W
7W
T
W8
Monitor
p1
CopyW5 p2
p3
C
W Copy3
p1
p1 p2
p2
A
B
Fig. 5. The graphical representation of the transactions dened in Table 6
This renement raises a number of constraints or proof obligations. There are consistency
constraints on the internal data-ows of the two Copy transactions:
W
3;5
!W
4;6
(11)
Furthermore there are constraints similar to (4) in Sect. 3.1, to ensure that the Monitor transac-
tion obtains the proper data (i.e. available and not yet overwritten) from the two Copy transactions:
W
"Copy in A;B
+W
4;6
< W
"Monitor
+W
7;8
< W
+
"Copy in A;B
+W
4;6
(12)
Finally there are the constraints that the input windows for the decomposed transaction are
contained inside the ones for the original Monitor in ABC transaction:
W
"Copy in A;B
+W
3;5
W
1;2
(13)
The activation delay windows used in the above are W
"Copy in A;B
= [0; 0] and W
+
"Copy in A;B
=
[T; T ] for the two Copy transactions. The ones for the Monitor transaction are W
"Monitor in C
=
[0; 0] for a parallel renement, and W
"Monitor in C
= [T; T ] for a sequential renement. If we dene
W
i
= [l
i
; u
i
] then the constraints in (12) can be written as:
u
4;6
< l
7;8
^ u
7;8
< l
4;6
+ T (parallel renement) (14)
u
7;8
< l
4;6
^ u
4;6
< l
7;8
+ T (sequential renement) (15)
Since in any activation of Monitor in C it obtains inputs produced by parallel occurrences of
Copy in A and Copy in B (this follows from (12)), the RDF constraint that the sensor outputs
should be read at most 10 ms apart is now given by:
d (W
3
;W
5
) < 10ms (16)
In order to satisfy this new constraint it is sucient (but not necessary) to satisfy the original one
(10) and the renement constraint (13).
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4 Analysis of General Timing Properties
In a practical development a constraint like the RDF constraint might connect inputs of transac-
tions that do not result from the renement of a single transaction (e.g. they might be activated
by dierent clocks). This will typically happen in a situation where several subsystems are already
existing and unrelated, and a new subsystem is added to the system to enhance its functionality.
As we will show in this section, it is still possible to reason about this constraint in a framework
dealing with time windows only, although the analysis will be more complicated.
In the following we will discuss the system as dened in Sect. 3.2 in Table 6 and Fig. 5, however
the periods for the transactions in subsystems A, B and C will be dierent: T
A
, T
B
and T
C
,
respectively. We will show how we can obtain the results from the transaction renement of the
previous section as a special case of this more general analysis.
We will assume that for a window constraint W = [l; u] dened in a transaction with period T
the relation
0  l < u  T (17)
holds, and hence 0 < jW j  T .
4.1 The Relative Data Freshness Constraint
In each of its activations Monitor will read data coming from certain activations of Copy in A and
Copy in B. We need to constrain the amount of time elapsed between reading the sensor outputs
in these activations.
To do this for a certain activation of Monitor we need to know the times until the next activa-
tions of both Copy transactions. Let us call this time 
A
T
A
for Copy in A; it satises 0  
A
< 1.
We now dene the time windowW
A
[n] = h"Monitor ; " Copy in A; (n + 
A
) T
A
; (n + 
A
) T
A
i
which denes the time interval between the current activation of Monitor and all next (n  0) and
previous (n < 0) activations of Copy in A. We dene 
B
and W
B
[n] similarly for Copy in B, and
use the index n to refer to a certain activation of the Copy transactions.
If the current activation of Monitor receives data from the Copy in A transaction with index
p and from the Copy in B transaction with index q, then the maximum amount of time elapsed
between reading the sensor outputs is given by d (W
A
[p] +W
3
;W
B
[q] +W
5
). In general there will
be a number of possible values of p and q. If we introduce the predicate Possible (p; q) to indicate
whether a given combination is possible, we can now write the RDF constraint in terms as windows
as:
max
p;q
fd (W
A
[p] +W
3
;W
B
[q] +W
5
) jPossible (p; q)g < 10ms (18)
The denition of Possible follows similar reasoning to that in the communication constraints
discussed in Sect. 3. It is possible that the output from Copy in A with index p is read by Monitor
if and only if W
A
[p] +W
4
!W
7
(it is possible that the output is written before Monitor reads its
input) and W
7
!W
A
[p+ 1]+W
4
(it is possible that Monitor reads its input before the output is
overwritten by the next one).
The situation for q is similar. Hence the denition of Possible is:
Possible (p; q) =W
A
[p] +W
4
!W
7
!W
A
[p+ 1] +W
4
^
W
B
[q] +W
6
!W
8
!W
B
[q + 1] +W
6
(19)
The RDF constraint is given by (18,19) for one particular activation of Monitor only. For
another activation one would have to substitute a dierent value of the phases 
A;B
, but otherwise
the expressions would be the same. In order that the RDF constraint is satised for all activations
of Monitor, (18,19) should hold for arbitrary phases from the interval 0  
A;B
< 1; only a nite
number of values for 
A;B
will occur if T
C
=T
A;B
is a rational number
1
.
1
Assume that d
A
, n
A
are the smallest integers such that T
C
=T
A
= d
A
=n
A
. In particular if both T
A
and
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4.2 Possible Values of p and q
The expression (19) can be rewritten as:
Possible (p; q) = l
7
  u
4
  T
A
< (p+ 
A
) T
A
< u
7
  l
4
^
l
8
  u
6
  T
B
< (q + 
B
) T
B
< u
8
  l
6
(20)
or:
Possible (p; q) = p 2

l
7
  u
4
T
A
  
A

  1; : : : ;

u
7
  l
4
T
A
  
A

^
q 2

l
8
  u
6
T
B
  
B

  1; : : : ;

u
8
  l
6
T
B
  
B

(21)
where bxc is the largest integer smaller than x, and dxe the smallest integer larger than x.
Expressions (18,19) depend on all windows W
3;4;5;6;7;8
and on the periods T
A;B
and phases

A;B
. If all these values are known, it is straightforward to check whether the constraint is satised
or not. A more challenging situation occurs when not all of these quantities have been xed, and we
want to determine the allowed set of values for the unknown quantities. In this case, to minimise
the left-hand side of (18), we want the number of dierent solutions for (p; q) to be as small as
possible.
The number N
p
of possible solutions for p is 1 +
j
u
7
 l
4
T
A
  
A
k
 
l
l
7
 u
4
T
A
  
A
m
, which can be
rewritten as:
N
p
= 1 +

jW
4
j+ jW
7
j
T
A

+H

u
7
  l
4
T
A
  
A
;
l
7
  u
4
T
A
  
A

(22)
where H (x; y) =

1 if 0 < frac(x)  frac(y)
0 elsewhere
is illustrated in Fig. 6. A similar expression holds for
the number N
q
of possible solutions for q.
20 1
1
2
x
y
0
1
H(x, y) =
H(x, y) =
φ=1
φ=0
Fig. 6. Regions where the function H (x; y) used in the expression (22) for N
p
has values 0 (the shaded
area) and 1 (the white area)
In the expression (22) for N
p
the second and third term on the right-hand side are both non-
negative, and hence there is always at least one solution for p. This is the only solution if and only
T
C
are integers, then d
A
= T
C
=gcd(T
A
;T
C
) and n
A
= T
A
=gcd(T
A
;T
C
). There are at most n
A
possible
values for 
A
, and the set of these values is f(((
0
+ i  T
C
=T
A
) n
A
) modn
A
) =n
A
ji 2 Ng (where 
0
is the value for one particular activation of Monitor; the index i runs over all activations of Monitor).
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if both terms mentioned above are equal to zero, or in other words if jW
4
j + jW
7
j  T
A
and the
point

u
7
 l
4
T
A
  
A
;
l
7
 u
4
T
A
  
A

is in the shaded area of Fig. 6.
In order for there to be a single solution for p for all activations of the Monitor transaction it
is necessary that the line segment

u
7
 l
4
T
A
;
l
7
 u
4
T
A

   (1; 1) (where 0   < 1) does not intersect
the white area of Fig. 6. We have drawn one such line segment in this gure, and it is clear that it
is not possible to choose values for the windowsW
4;7
and the period T
A
such that this line segment
does not intersect the area where H (x; y) = 1. Hence the only way to achieve a single solution for
p is to choose the activation periods T
A
and T
C
such that only a nite number of values for 
A
occur. This will reduce the problem to tting a nite number of points into the shaded area in the
gure, by choosing suitable windows W
4;7
.
4.3 Special Case: Single Clock for All Transactions
This case is characterised by T
A
= T
B
= T
C
= T and 
A
= 
B
= 0 for all activations of Monitor.
This is the case considered in Sect. 3.2. Expression (18) is simplied to:
max ( T max
p;q
fp  q jPossible (p; q)g+ u
3
  l
5
;
T max
p;q
fq   p jPossible (p; q)g+ u
5
  l
3
) < 10ms (23)
The expression (22) for the number of solutions for p is simplied to:
N
p
= 1 +

jW
4
j+ jW
7
j
T

+H

u
7
  l
4
T
;
l
7
  u
4
T

(24)
To obtain N
p
= 1 it is necessary that both the second and the third term of the right-hand side
above are 0.
The condition for the second term of (24) to be 0 is:
jW
4
j+ jW
7
j  T (25)
The third term is 0 if the point X
A
=
 
u
7
 l
4
T
;
l
7
 u
4
T

at which H will be evaluated is in one of
the shaded triangles in Fig. 7. The window property (17) restricts this point to the triangular area
dened by x  1 ^ y   1 ^ x > y, as indicated in the gure. This area can be subdivided into
four smaller triangles 
s
(with additional constraint x  0), 
p
(y  0), 
2
(x   y > 1) and 
3
(x > 0 ^ y > 0 ^ x  y  1). Only in the rst three of these will H evaluate to 0 (they are shaded
triangles), whereas in 
2
the condition (25) does not hold (this condition can be written in terms
of the point X
A
= (x; y) as x  y  1).
From the above we can conclude that there is a single solution for p and for q (for which the
reasoning is similar) if and only if:
jW
4;6
j+ jW
7;8
j  T ^ (l
7;8
 u
4;6
_ u
7;8
 l
4;6
) (26)
The set of values that p can take is given by (21), and the values of the bounds in this expression
in the dierent triangular regions is given in Table 7.
From this table we can see that in region 
s
we have p =  1, in region 
p
we have p = 0, and
in regions 
2
and 
3
p can be either  1 or 0. A similar set of possibilities holds for q, depending
on the region in which its point X
B
=
 
u
8
 l
6
T
;
l
8
 u
6
T

is. The maximum possible values for p   q
and q   p are also given in Table 7.
The worst case occurs when both X
A
and X
B
are in regions 
2
or 
3
, with maximum possible
values of both p q and q p being 1. In this case expression (23) for the RDF constraint becomes:
d (W
3
;W
5
) + T < 10ms (27)
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2∆
3∆
s∆
p∆
0 1
1
-1
-1
y
x
Fig. 7. Possible regions 
s
, 
p
, 
2
and 
3
in which the point X
A
can lie
X
B
in
p
min
= dye   1 p
max
= bxc 
s

p

2
or 
3

s
 1  1 0; 0  1; 1 0; 1
X
A
in 
p
0 0 1; 1 0; 0 1; 0

2
or 
3
 1 0 1; 0 0; 1 1; 1
Table 7. The lowest and highest possible values of p for each possible region containing X
A
, and the
maximum values of p  q; q   p for each combination of regions containing X
A;B
In Sect. 3.2 we assumed that the Monitor transaction would read sensor data obtained from
simultaneous occurrences of the two Copy transactions; in other words p = q. We introduced the
communication constraints (14,15) to achieve this. These constraints both imply the constraint
(26) needed for a single solution for p and q. They place X
A
and X
B
both in region 
p
(p = q = 0)
for the parallel renement, and both in 
s
(p = q =  1) for the sequential renement. Hence for
both these cases we obtain the RDF constraint as expression (16) from Sect. 3.2:
d (W
3
;W
5
) < 10ms (28)
5 Conclusions
We briey introduced a transaction model that allows for the rigorous specication of the timing
properties of tasks in a real-time system, and for the rigorous decomposition of these timing
properties. We discussed the types of information that can be captured in this model: control,
functionality (for a completed transaction without interference), timing and localisation. In this
paper we focussed on the timing constraints that may be imposed on a transaction's activation,
its completion, and on its inputs and outputs.
We showed how in transaction decomposition there will be timing constraints on the subtrans-
actions, either as a consequence of those of the original transaction, or to coordinate the communi-
cation between the subtransactions. In a renement context it is known how the activations of the
various subtransactions are related, and hence these timing constraints can be relatively straight-
forward. We have used a system consisting of independently operating transactions to show how
transaction timing properties can be used to analyse the timing behaviour when there is no such
relation between the transaction activations.
Further work needs to be done on the formal semantics of the timing properties. Work to date
has used the logic RTL, however this does not deal easily with multiple simultaneous occurrences
of the same localised transaction; also the predicates used to specify transaction functionality do
not t in its framework. The specication of the functionality of a transaction and its renements
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in the presence of transaction termination and/or interference between transactions is also an area
for future work.
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